
e'.vs of the arts

la is being represented at the four-
International Biennial Exhibition of
n Venice, ltaly this summer by
ýr Paterson Ewen of London,
.io.
e theme of this year's exhibition is
as Art/The Persistence of the Art

Ewen began his career in the 1950s in
Montreal where he was briefly associated
with the Automratiste painters. By the
Sixties he had gained a significant reputa-
tion as an abstract painter and his work
was exhibited frequently in Montreal and
Toronto.

In 1968 Ewen moved to London,
Ontario where he made radical changes in
his work in an attempt to redefine his
approach to painting. By reintroduciflg
figurative subject matter to his work and
by experimentiflg with unconventioflal
materîals, he established a unique and
highly personal style.

For the past decade, Ewen's work has
been characterized by forceful depictioris
of natural phenomiena, often inspired by
meteorological and geological texts,
which are inscribed with a router into
large sheets of plywood. The authority
of Ewen's work lies in his direct and
often uncofiventioflal expression of sub-
jects in nature; nature that has been the

source of fear, amnazemnelt and inspiration
to mankind through the ages.
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CIRPA is inviting contributions to the
fund f rom other parts of the radio and
and record industries, and the furid is
expected to reach $1 million' by the
end of the year, according to CIRPA's
executive director, Earl Rosen. He
said the money may also be used to
create demnonstration recordings and to
help with tour support for performers.

For the radio station companies, the
fund has a double purpose. First,' it
stimulates Canadian record production
which will help to fil1 the Canadian
content quotas established by the Cana-
dian Radio-Television and Telecommu-
nications Commission. Secondly, it helps
radio stations to fulfil a second obligation
of their licences, which is to actively
support Canadian music.

Canadian Dance Conference cele-
brates anniversary


